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ABSTRACT

TIAR and HuR are mRNA-binding proteins that
play important roles in the regulation of translation.
They both possess three RNA recognition motifs
(RRMs) and bind to AU-rich elements (AREs), with
seemingly overlapping specificity. Here we show
using SPR that TIAR and HuR bind to both U-rich
and AU-rich RNA in the nanomolar range, with
higher overall affinity for U-rich RNA. However,
the higher affinity for U–rich sequences is mainly
due to faster association with U-rich RNA, which
we propose is a reflection of the higher probability
of association. Differences between TIAR and HuR
are observed in their modes of binding to RNA.
TIAR is able to bind deoxy-oligonucleotides with
nanomolar affinity, whereas HuR affinity is reduced
to a micromolar level. Studies with U-rich DNA
reveal that TIAR binding depends less on the
20-hydroxyl group of RNA than HuR binding. Finally
we show that SAXS data, recorded for the first two
domains of TIAR in complex with RNA, are more
consistent with a flexible, elongated shape and
not the compact shape that the first two domains
of Hu proteins adopt upon binding to RNA. We
thus propose that these triple-RRM proteins,
which compete for the same binding sites
in cells, interact with their targets in fundamentally
different ways.

INTRODUCTION

The regulation of mRNA stability is a major control
point in gene expression, particularly under conditions
of stress, immune response or proliferation (1–3). Under
such conditions mRNA stability and translation are
tightly controlled by the association of RNA-binding
proteins (RBPs) which specifically recognize elements in
the mRNA sequence (1–5). One of the best characterized
regulatory elements, found predominantly in the 30 UTR
of mRNA transcripts encoding high-turnover proteins
such as cytokines, lymphokines, onco-proteins and inflam-
matory mediators, are AU-rich elements (AREs) (6–8).
AREs are specific regulatory sequences often comprising
uridine- or adenine/uridine-rich stretches and have been
grouped into three classes, although precise consensus se-
quences are yet to be clarified (7,8). Class I AREs consist
of one to three copies of scattered AUUUA motifs with a
nearby U-rich region. Class II AREs consist of at least
two overlapping UUAUUUA(U/A)(U/A) nonamers in a
U-rich region and class III AREs, which are less well
characterized, have U-rich regions without the AUUUA
motif. More than 4000 AREs have been mapped to the
human genome, representing 5–8% of human genes (9).
Several proteins have been identified in eukaryotic cells

that bind to mRNAs by targeting AREs in their 30 UTR
and play a role in regulation of mRNA stability and trans-
lational efficiency. Interestingly, their binding can result
in quite different outcomes for the mRNAs. RBPs
TIA-1 (T-cell restricted intracellular antigen-1) and
TIAR (TIA-1 related) bind to AREs and function as
translational repressors, sequestering target mRNA into
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stress granules (SG) following cellular stress (10–12).
In contrast, AUF1 (AU-binding factor 1), TTP
(tristetraprolin), and KSRP (KH-type splicing regulatory
protein) binding to AREs leads to the rapid decay of
the specific mRNAs (13–15). Alternatively, the HuR
(Hu antigen R) protein generally has a stabilizing effect
when it binds to AREs (16,17). Thus AREs appear to be
the target of proteins with diverse functions leading to
critically different outcomes for the mRNA.
Whether, in fact, these ARE-binding proteins compete

for the same mRNA target sites is still not clearly under-
stood. It is conceivable that the same sites are targeted,
and that factors such as the relative local concentration
or activation state of each of these RBPs dictate the
alternative possible fates of the mRNA transcripts. Liao
and colleagues have shown that competitive binding of
TIAR and AUF1 determine the translation of myc (18).
Alternatively, the RNA sequence preferences and/or
RNA-binding modes could differ between these RBPs
and a more complex interplay of protein–RNA inter-
actions underlies their translational regulation. Indeed,
co-immunoprecipitation of ARE-binding proteins and
identification of their bound mRNA by microarray has
revealed distinctly different populations of target mRNA
in vivo (12,19–22). This is consistent with the existence of
distinct binding preferences rather than simple competi-
tion for the same pool of ARE-bearing mRNA tran-
scripts. Gorospe and colleagues have proposed different
consensus sequences for each of TIAR, TIA-1, HuR
and AUF1 (12,19–22). These studies suggested that
HuR and TIA-1 motifs are U-rich rather than AU-rich.
They also demonstrated cases where these proteins bind at
overlapping as well as distinct places on the same mRNA
transcript and together modulate translation (23,24).
In some cases these proteins have even been shown to
interact with non-ARE consensus sequences. We have
demonstrated in our previous in vitro and in vivo studies
that TIAR can also bind to a C-rich motif in the 30 UTR
of target mRNAs, confirming it as a novel TIAR target
(19). Therefore, it is likely that ARE-binding proteins
interact with their target RNA sequences with differences
in their modes of binding, degree of stringency or even
specificity underlying the ultimate fate of the mRNA
transcript.
Two of the best-characterized ARE-binding proteins

are the TIA proteins (TIA-1 and TIAR) and HuR of the
Hu protein family (which includes the neuronal proteins
HuB, HuC and HuD) (10,17,25). These classical
RNA-recognition motif (RRM)-containing proteins are
both ubiquitously expressed in mammalian cells and
bind to several common mRNA targets such as TNF-a
and GM-CSF (26–31). They are both nucleo-cytoplasmic
shuttling ‘multi-functional’ proteins performing a variety
of roles at different stages of gene expression including
splicing, nucleo-cytoplasmic transport, translation and
degradation of mRNA (17,25,32,33). TIA proteins are
involved in the control of alternative pre-mRNA
splicing, binding to U-rich RNA sequences mostly
in introns and promoting the recognition of atypical
50 splice sites (33–39). TIAR has also been reported to
be able to bind strongly to a single-stranded, but not

double-stranded, T-rich DNA which may position TIAR
to modulate transcription and help to localize TIAR to
U-rich RNA at the time of transcription (40). In the cyto-
plasm TIA proteins are capable of binding target se-
quences in the 30-UTR of mRNA and regulating
translation (12,25,32). Under conditions of stress TIA
proteins play a vital role in SG formation, where untrans-
lated mRNAs accumulate until the stress is passed
(11,25,32,41,42). HuR is best known for its nuclear-
cytoplasmic shuttling and its stabilizing effect on many
target mRNAs (17). HuR can also increase the translation
of other associated mRNAs (16), and repress the transla-
tion of other targets via miRNA recruitment (43) and by
proposed interference with internal ribosome entry sites
(IRESs) (44–46). The fate of the mRNA transcript is
thus very different depending on whether it interacts
with TIA proteins or HuR.

TIAR, which shares >80% homology with TIA-1, is a
375-amino-acid protein belonging to the RRM-containing
family of RBPs. The three RRMs located at the
N-terminus confer high affinity binding to U-rich RNA
sequences (KD� 1 nM) (19), while the C-terminal
90-amino-acid residue glutamine-rich sequence is essential
for stress-granule formation (10,19,21,47–49). RRMs are
�70–90 amino-acids long and are able to specifically bind
between two and eight sequential single-stranded nucleo-
tides (4,50). TIAR was shown to bind with highest affinity
to U-rich RNA sequences, with the three RRMs
contributing variously to the interaction (47). It was
shown that RRM2 is both sufficient and necessary for
binding to AREs and RRM3 showed binding to RNA
but may have other specificities than AREs (47). RRM1
showed no binding to U-rich sequences on its own, but
was subsequently shown to be able to bind T-rich DNA
(40). No structural information for TIAR/RNA
complexes is yet available, though structures of the indi-
vidual TIAR RRMs have been elucidated using NMR
(PDB ID: 2DH7; 2CQI, 1X4G). They all share canonical
RRM folds of babbab topology.

TIAR’s glutamine-rich C-terminal region shares
sequence similarity to human prion protein (51,52).
When expressed alone in cells, it forms spontaneous cyto-
plasmic microaggregates that coaggregate other TIA
proteins. It can self-oligomerize in vivo like prion
proteins and is thought to be crucial for SG formation
when cells are under stress (10,53). When this occurs,
mRNA that is bound by TIA proteins is sequestered
into the SGs. It has been proposed that the mRNA
remains in this ‘holding zone’ protected from degradation
until the stress is relieved and then the mRNA is either
directed towards further translation or degradation
(11,41,42).

The primary structures of the Hu-proteins are well
conserved (RRMs share >70% amino-acid sequence
identity among family members) and are arranged with
two RRMs near the N-terminus, followed by a less
conserved basic hinge region and a third RRM near the
C-terminus (54). This arrangement of three RRM
domains is strikingly similar to that seen in the TIA
proteins and also confers high-affinity binding to ARE
sequences (KD� 1–2 nM) (55,56) although there is
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<30% sequence homology overall and <35% homology
between any TIA-protein RRM compared to Hu-protein
RRM. In the case of HuD, the relative roles of the three
RRMs for ARE interactions have been interrogated.
RRM1 is essential for RNA-binding, but the high-affinity
interaction also requires RRM2 and RRM3 (55,57). The
crystal structures of the first two RRMs of HuD protein
bound to 11-nt single-stranded RNA derived from c-fos
and TNF-a mRNA transcripts have been reported and
provide insight into the mode of interaction of these
domains with classical AREs (58). Interestingly, in the
case of HuR, the RRM3 as well as the hinge region
between RRM2 and RRM3 contribute significantly to
ARE binding in a length-dependent manner by helping
to form multimeric HuR–ARE complexes and increasing
the RNA-binding affinity, respectively (56).

TIAR and HuR are thus proteins that co-exist in cells
and have the capacity to bind specifically to AREs within
mRNA in both the nucleus and cytoplasm. They possess
analogous RRM architecture and are reported to bind
AREs with similar affinity. Here we have determined
whether their interactions with target RNA are truly so
similar, with the control of mRNA fate potentially
dependent on the local availability and activity of
these proteins, or whether they have different modes
of interaction with RNA. We investigated the binding of
TIAR (without the glutamine-rich domain) and HuR to
an AU-rich motif, a class I ARE derived from 30UTR of
TNF-a mRNA transcript, compared to a previously
established class III ARE, the U-rich motif (19,47) using
surface plasmon resonance (SPR). TNF-a mRNA is a
known target of TIAR and HuR (28,59) and the mRNA
stability and translational efficiency of this key inflam-
matory mediator has been shown to be regulated by
TIAR, HuR and other RBPs (60). We also investigated
their ability to bind to DNA compared with RNA and
deoxy-U-rich oligonucleotides. TIAR has been shown to
interact with DNA previously (40), but characterization of
this interaction has been very limited to date. Finally,
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) was employed to
obtain insight into the potential mode of interaction
between these RBPs and their target RNA sequences
in solution. Together, our data reveal similarities and
fundamental differences in the substrate binding activities
of these important mRNA binding proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid construction and protein purification

Proteins comprising TIAR and HuR RRM domains were
prepared for the current studies. These include proteins
with all three RRMs (referred to as TIAR123 and
HuR123) and proteins comprising the two N-terminal
domains only (referred to as TIAR12 and HuR12).
Constructs for the expression of TIAR123 (residues
1–283) and TIAR12 (residues 1–208) were transformed
into Escherichia coli strain BL21 (DE3) and the encoded
proteins were expressed and purified as described previ-
ously (47). We discovered, in the course of these studies,
that the TIAR12 protein was unstable and consistently

degraded to a stable form representing residues 1–181
using mass spectrometry. These residues still encompass
the two complete RRMs. HuR12 (residues 18–184) was
cloned into pGEX-4T1, expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3),
and purified according to previously established protocols
(61). A construct for the expression of HuR123 (residues
1–306) was transformed into E. coli ER2566, and purified
according to previously established protocols (56). The
proteins were further purified by size-exclusion and
cation-exchange chromatography. The concentration of
each protein was determined using the Bradford assay
(BioRad) and by A280 measurements using theoretical
molar extinction coefficients (ProtParam). The extinction
coefficients were validated for folded protein; A280

measurements were within 10% of measurements
made in 6.0M guanidium hydrochloride. The purity
of each protein was confirmed by SDS–PAGE. The
active fraction of the protein was not experimentally
determined, but assumed to be close to 100% upon
purification.

Biosensor experiments

The dynamics of RNA/DNA–protein interactions were
characterized by SPR using a BIACORE T100 instrument
(Biacore Inc.). The oligonucleotides used in the analyses
included U-rich and AU-rich RNA, U-rich RNA of
varying length, U-rich DNA and T-rich DNA. In the
early experiments the U-rich and AU-rich sequences are
bounded by G-rich regions (to which the HuR and TIAR
have been shown not to interact; data not shown) for the
purpose of spacing the binding region from the chip
surface and for providing an RNA target of comparable
length to other target sequences studied previously (19).
Thus the sequences included: U-rich RNA (i) 50-GGGGG
GUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUGGGGG-30, (ii) 50-UU
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUU-30, (iii) 50-UUUUUUUUU
UUUU-30, (iv) 50-UUUUUUUU-30; AU-rich RNA 50-G
GGGGGUAUUUAUUAUUUAUUUAGGGGG-30;
T-rich DNA 50-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT-30 and
U-rich DNA 50-dUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdU
dUdUdUdUdUdUdUdU-30 (Table 1). The oligonucleo-
tides were chemically synthesized carrying a 50-biotin tag
(Dharmacon Research) to allow immobilization of the
RNA/DNA onto streptavidin-coated sensor chips (Series
S Sensor Chip SA, Biacore Inc.). RNA were diluted to a
final concentration of 1 mM in HBS buffer (10mM
HEPES, pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl) followed by heating at
80�C for 10min, and cooling to room temperature. The
sample was then diluted 500-fold in running buffer
(10mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl, 1mM DTT,
0.025% surfactant P20; Biacore Inc.) and injected over
the sensor chip surface at 10 ml/min at 25�C to generate
a �50 response unit (RU) RNA surface (for a low-density
surface). Proteins were serially diluted in running buffer to
the concentrations indicated in Figures 1–3, and injected
at 25�C at a flow rate of 50 ml/min for 2–3min. Surface
regeneration to remove any protein that remained bound
after 3–6min of dissociation was achieved using a 1-min
injection of 2M NaCl at 50 ml/min. Analyses of protein
concentrations were done in duplicate and any
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background signal from a streptavidin-only reference flow
cell was subtracted from every data set. Data
were analysed using a simple 1:1 Langmuir
interaction model or two-state (conformational change)
model using the Biacore T100 evaluation software
(Biacore Inc.) to determine the kinetics (association/
dissociation rate constants; ka/kd) as well as the
affinities (KD) of the protein–RNA interactions.

SAXS measurements and data reduction

TIAR12 and HuR12 protein samples were subjected to
SAXS analysis both in their apo forms and in combination
with a 1:1 molar ratio of a 13-nt U-rich RNA (Dharmacon
Research). SAXS measurements were made using the
SAXS-WAXS beamline at the Australian Synchrotron,
Melbourne, Australia, which is equipped with a Pilatus
Detector. The scattering data was collected to provide an
s range of 0.015–0.3, where s is the magnitude of the scat-
tering vector. Samples were in 1.5-mm quartz capillaries at
room temperature. Scattering was collected over a range of
five concentrations between 1 and 4mg/ml for each sample.
The samples andmatching buffer solutions were exposed to
X-ray for 1, 5 and 1 s as the sample flowed through the
capillary. The 2D scattering images were normalized for
sample transmission and radially averaged. In each case
the 5-s exposure provided the strongest data with no
evidence of radiation damage. Scattering from the buffer
and empty capillaries was subtracted after scaling scat-
tering intensities to correspond to incident beam intensities.
Data analysis was performed using the ATSAS suite
of software. Scattered intensity (I) was plotted against
s. Extrapolation of the I(s) profiles to zero angle
[I(0)] and comparison with water as a standard indicated
a molecular mass for all species consistent with no aggre-
gation. The radius of gyration (Rg) did not vary significant-
ly over the concentration ranges of each molecular species
and all Guinear plots were linear for s.Rg< 1.3. The scat-
tering data collected at a concentration of 4mg/ml was used
in each case. The program GNOM was used to yield the
P(r) function via an indirect Fourier transform which
provides the relative probabilities of the distances
between the scattering centres and the maximal dimension
of the scatteringmolecular speciesDmax (62). Themaximal
particle dimensions were computed by constraining
the function to 0 at rmax, where rmax was varied over a
wide range of values in 1 Å increments. The value of rmax

that yielded the highest ‘total estimate’ value as well as
a plausible P(r) function was taken as the Dmax. Rg

was also calculated from the second moment of the
P(r) functions. The Rg values calculated from the
Guinier approximation or the P(r) were favourably
comparable.

Ensemble optimization method for SAXS data analysis

The SAXS data were analysed using the ensemble
optimization method (EOM) (63), which is suitable for
the characterization of flexible proteins in solution. This
method allows for the coexistence of different conform-
ations of the protein. A pool of 10 000 random structures
of HuR12 (based on the HuD12 structure PDB ID: 1G2E)
and TIAR12 (based on RRM1 and RRM2 NMR struc-
tures PDB ID: 2CQI, 2DH7) were generated using the
EOM method with RRM domains defined as rigid
bodies. Scattering curves generated from these structures
were filtered using a genetic algorithm against the SAXS
scattering curves to select an ensemble of conformers
consistent with the experimental data. In order to
generate a pool of protein–oligonucleotide complexes,
the above process was repeated with HuR12 and
TIAR12 structures with a peptide chain insertion to
represent the occluded volume of RNA. After the gener-
ation of 10 000 structures the peptide was replaced with
ssRNA (on the basis of PDB ID:1G2E) from which
scattering curves were calculated using CRYSOL (64).
These were filtered against the experimental data as
described above.

Modelling of SAXS scattering data

For the HuR/RNA complex the program DAMMIF (65)
was used to generate 15 ab initio dummy atoms models
from its 4mg/ml scattering curve. The models were
superposed, merged and filtered using the program
DAMAVER (66). This program calls a number of
programs that superpose the models and also provides
the normalized spatial discrepancy (NSD), a measure of
how similar the models are to each other. Models are
selected for inclusion for merging and filtering were
required to satisfy the criterion NSD<mean NSD+2�
variation.

Table 1. Oligonucleotides used in the SPR analysis

Oligonucleotides Sequences (50 Biotin - 30)

U-rich GGGGGGUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUGGGGG (28-mer)
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU (17-mer)
UUUUUUUUUUUUU (13-mer)
UUUUUUUU (8-mer)

AU-rich GGGGGGUAUUUAUUAUUUAUUUAGGGGG (28-mer)
T-rich TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT (20-mer)
Deoxy-U-rich dUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdU (20-mer)

Both 28-mer U- and AU-rich RNAs contain poly-G linkers at both ends. The AU-rich sequence represents the HuR
target site within the 30 UTR of human TNF-a mRNA transcript (nt 464–480) (28).
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U-rich: GGGGGGUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUGGGGG
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Figure 1. Kinetic analysis of the interactions of TIAR and HuR proteins with U and AU-rich RNA using SPR. Sensorgrams of HuR12, HuR123,
TIAR12 and TIAR 123 proteins to (A) a U-rich or (B) an AU-rich RNA (28-mer each) are shown. Biotinylated RNA was captured on SA-coated
sensor chips and increasing concentrations of protein were injected over the surface. Injections were performed for 120 s (association phase), followed
by a 300-s flow of running buffer to assess dissociation. The experiments were conducted in duplicate and showed good overlap. The red lines
represent the binding responses for injections of protein analyte at specified concentrations (nanomolar) over the RNA surface. The kinetic data was
fit by 1:1 Langmuir binding model that describes monovalent analyte binding to a single site on the immobilized ligand. Mass transport limitation
effects were not evident. The black curves superimposed on the sensorgrams represent the model fitted curves. The rate constants ka and kd were
determined simultaneously as global fitting parameters from which the KD was determined. The resulting parameter values are given in Table 2.
[Note that sensorgrams for HuR12, TIAR12 and TIAR123 in panel A are reproduced from Kim et al. (19) Figure 3 with permission from the
American Society for Microbiology to assist visual comparison with other sensorgrams].
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U-rich DNA: dUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdUdU 
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Figure 3. Kinetic analysis of the interactions of TIAR12 and HuR12 proteins with U-rich and T-rich DNA using SPR. The binding of TIAR12 and
HuR12 to (A) U- and (B) T-rich DNA is shown. Biotinylated DNA was captured on SA-coated sensor chips and increasing concentrations of protein
were injected over the surface. Injections were performed for 120 s (association phase), followed by a 300-s flow of running buffer to assess
dissociation. The experiments were conducted in duplicate and showed good overlap. The red lines represent the binding responses for injections
of protein analyte at specified concentrations (nanomolar) over the DNA surface. The kinetic data was fit by the 1:1 Langmuir binding model (except
for TIAR12 binding to T-rich DNA which was estimated by the two-state model). Mass transport limitation effects were not evident. The black
curves superimposed on top of the sensorgrams represent the model fitted curves. The rate constants ka and kd were determined simultaneously as
global fitting parameters from which the KD was determined.
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Figure 2. Kinetic analysis of the interactions of HuR12 proteins with 8, 13 and 17-mer U-rich RNA using SPR. The binding of HuR12 to different
lengths of U-rich RNAs (8, 13 and 17-mer) is shown. Biotinylated RNA was captured on SA-coated sensor chips and increasing concentrations of
protein were injected over the surface. Injections were performed for 180 s (association phase), followed by a 360-s flow of running buffer to assess
dissociation. The experiments were conducted in duplicate and showed good overlap. The red lines represent the binding responses for injections of
protein analyte at specified concentrations (nanomolar) over the RNA surface. The kinetic data were fit by 1:1 Langmuir binding model which
describes monovalent analyte binding to a single site on the immobilized ligand. Mass transport limitation effects were not evident. The black curves
superimposed on top of the sensorgrams represent the model fitted curves. The rate constants ka and kd were determined simultaneously as global
fitting parameters from which the KD was determined. The resulting parameter values are given in Table 3.
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RESULTS

TIAR and HuR proteins both show high affinity for U-
rich RNA but slow off rates from AU-rich RNA

There has been limited characterization of HuR and
TIAR binding to ARE and C-rich sequences reported pre-
viously (19,47,56) but no direct comparison of the binding
of these proteins to different classes of AREs, nor a focus
on the difference between them. In order to directly
compare the RNA-binding of HuR and TIAR to AREs,
SPR was used to measure both affinity and kinetics of
binding to U-rich (class III ARE) and AU-rich (class I
ARE) sequences. TIAR and HuR proteins representing
the three RRMs of the proteins (TIAR123 and HuR123)
or the two N-terminal RRMs only (TIAR12 and HuR12)
were prepared as described previously (see ‘Materials and
methods’ section). These proteins were tested for their
affinity for a 17-nt U-rich sequence compared with a
17-nt AU-rich sequence (corresponding to the TNF-a
30UTR region nt 464–480) (28), using SPR (Figure 1).
The eight sensorgrams (Figure 1A and B) show the
binding of a range of concentrations of TIAR123,
TIAR12, HuR123 and HuR12 when injected across the
U- or AU-rich RNA-coated chip. The association rate
constants (ka), dissociation rate constants (kd), and
overall affinities (KD) for each protein, as approximated
by a simple 1:1 Langmuir binding model, are shown in
Table 2 and the residual plots and statistics (�2) for the
fitting is supplied in Supplementary Figure S1.

All four proteins bound the U- and AU-rich RNA with
KD in the nanomolar range but with quite different affinity
and kinetics. HuR123 bound with very low nanomolar
affinity to both RNA sequences as expected from
previous studies (55,56), and the full-length protein
(HuR123) bound with significantly higher affinity
(�1000-fold) than HuR12 comprising just the first two
domains. Substrate release was the major mechanism
contributing to enhanced binding of the full-length
protein to both RNA substrates, evidenced by the dramat-
ically slower dissociation rate constants of the full-length
HuR123 compared to HuR12. TIAR123 also bound to
both U- and AU-rich RNA with nanomolar affinity,

though with 20- and 70-fold lower affinity than observed
for HuR123 respectively. Here, it is interesting to note that
the construct comprising only the first two domains
(TIAR12) bound with an affinity similar to full-length
(TIAR123) protein. In the case of TIAR, the first two
domains alone appear to confer tight binding which is
reflected in the TIAR12 sensorgrams showing very slow
off-rates compared with HuR12.
In all cases, affinity to the U-rich sequence was higher

(�10 fold) than for the AU-rich sequence suggesting that
this may be the preferred binding sequence of both HuR
and TIAR between the two sequences tested. This higher
affinity for U-rich sequence is consistent with a SELEX
study by Dember et al. (47) and in vitro selection experi-
ment and gel-shift assay by Park-Lee et al. (57), which
determined that both TIAR and HuD proteins preferen-
tially bind a U-rich motif. However, detailed kinetic
measurements reveal that the higher affinities for U-rich
sequences are largely due to the faster on-rates to the
U-rich sequences. Examination of the dissociation rate
constants reveals that these are similar or lower for the
AU-rich sequences than the U-rich but, together with the
lower association rate constants; an overall higher KD

(lower affinity) is obtained for AU-rich oligonucleotide
binding.

HuR12 proteins bind U-rich RNA in a length-dependent
manner

Whilst the overall affinity of HuR and TIAR was higher
for U-rich compared to AU-rich 17-nt RNA, this was
clearly dictated by the much higher on-rates to U-rich
RNA compared to AU-rich RNA. On-rates are usually
determined by the diffusion of the proteins and their
long range electrostatic interactions with the binding
partner. These would not be expected to differ between
U-rich and AU-rich RNA. The other factor influencing
the association rate constant is the probability of a
productive interaction occurring. This would be expected
to be higher for U-rich RNA as productive binding could
take place at any position along the length of the RNA
that the RBP encounters. An interaction with the AU-rich
sequence, however, may only be productive where the
RBP encounters the RNA with adenosine positioned at
its adenosine specific site.
In order to verify that this effect could account for the

magnitude of the enhanced association rate constant we
observed for binding experiments with U-rich RNA, we
conducted a series of SPR experiments (with HuR12 for
proof of principle) with U-rich RNA of increasing length.
The three sensorgrams (Figure 2) show the binding of a
range of concentrations of HuR12 when injected across
the 8, 13 and 17-mer U-rich RNA-coated chip. The asso-
ciation rate constants, dissociation rate constants, and
overall affinities for each binding, approximated by a 1:1
Langmuir binding model, are listed in Table 3 and the
residual plots and statistics (�2) for the fitting is supplied
in Supplementary Figure S1. Notably, as the length of the
U-rich sequence was increased (8, 13, 17-mer) we observed
increasing affinities, with association rate constants for
binding occurring several orders of magnitude faster for

Table 2. Kinetic and affinity constants for the interactions of HuR12,

HuR123, TIAR12 and TIAR123 proteins with U- and AU-rich RNA

Protein RNA ka (1/Ms) kd (s�1) KD (kd/ka, nM)

HuR12 U-rich (9.66±0.19)� 106 (3.20±0.06)� 10�1 33.1±1.29

AU-rich (3.07±0.06)� 105 (1.56±0.01)� 10�1 506±13.1

HuR123 U-rich (1.03±0.01)� 107 (5.15±0.03)� 10�4 0.05±0.001

AU-rich (4.34±0.1)� 106 (8.26±0.11)� 10�4 0.2±0.007

TIAR12 U-rich (4.10±0.11)� 106 (2.83±0.08)� 10�3 0.69±0.04

AU-rich (1.71±0.02)� 104 (7.26±0.04)� 10�4 42.5±0.63

TIAR123 U-rich (1.58±0.02)� 106 (1.56±0.01)� 10�3 0.99±0.02

AU-rich (1.15±0.01)� 104 (1.63±0.02)� 10�4 14.1±0.22

The association and dissociation rate constants (ka and kd) were
determined as global fitting parameters for a 1:1 binding model. The
equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) was determined as kd/ka. [Note
that binding data for HuR12, TIAR12 and TIAR123 to U-rich RNA
are reproduced from Kim et al. (19) with permission from the
American Society for Microbiology to assist direct comparison].
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the longest oligonucleotide, and dissociation rate con-
stants remaining fairly constant. This is consistent with
the increase in the probability of a productive interaction
with the target RNA.
We therefore propose that the 100-fold faster associ-

ation rate constants observed for interactions with
U-rich 17-nt sequences compared with AU-rich
sequence, presented in the previous section, reflect the
increased available binding sites for HuR and
TIAR. The slower dissociation rate constants of TIAR,
in particular, from AU-rich RNA may thus be a truer
indication of the ‘preferred’ target sequence for these
RBPs.

TIAR and HuR exhibit different binding kinetics and
affinity to DNA, suggesting a different mode of
interaction

Since TIAR has been reported to bind to DNA as well as
to RNA, it was of interest to characterize this oligonucleo-
tide interaction. Both HuR12 and TIAR12 were subjected
to binding analysis with 20-nt U-rich DNA and T-rich
DNA (to be able to differentiate between effects of
removal of the 20-hydroxyl group and the addition of
the methyl group in the thymine base). The four
sensorgrams (Figure 3) show the binding of a range of
concentrations of HuR12 and TIAR12 when injected
across the U-rich DNA and T-rich DNA-coated chip.
The association and dissociation rate constants (ka and
kd) and overall affinities (KD) for each binding event
were estimated by a 1:1 Langmuir binding model, except
for TIAR12 binding T-rich DNA which was best
estimated by the two-state (conformational change)
model (Table 4) and the residual plots and statistics (�2)
for the fitting is supplied in Supplementary Figure S1.
Included in the table for comparison’s sake are the data
obtained for HuR12 and TIAR12 binding to U-rich RNA
discussed earlier.
Interestingly, HuR12 binding to DNA was much

reduced in affinity compared to RNA. Fast dissociation
rate constants were apparent for all interactions by
HuR12. The affinity of HuR12 for U-rich DNA was
more than 500-fold lower than for U-rich RNA (KD

20.6mM from 33 nM; Figures 1A and 3A). HuR12
binding to T-rich DNA was also reduced in affinity, but
not as dramatically. Binding to T-rich DNA was �10-fold
higher in affinity compared with U-rich DNA (KD 2.6 mM

from 20.6mM; Figure 3B). Together, these results suggest
that the 20-hydroxyl group is important for the interaction
of HuR12 with target oligonucleotide, and that, in its
absence; the extra methyl in thymine can contribute
towards binding.

In contrast, TIAR12 showed strong nanomolar
affinities to both U-rich DNA (KD 21.7 nM; Figure 3A)
and T-rich DNA (KD 3.8 nM; Figure 3B) with KD values
in the nanomolar range similar to those for U-rich RNA
(KD 0.7 nM; Figure 1A). The kinetics of each interaction
are clearly impacted by substrate selection, with the slower
dissociation rate constants observed for the U-rich se-
quences compared with those for the T-rich DNA
sequence. Almost indistinguishable results were obtained
for TIAR123 (results not shown). In the case of TIAR12
interactions with oligonucleotides, the absence of the
20-hydroxyl group results in a 30-fold loss in affinity and
the presence of the methyl in thymine impacts on the
kinetics of interaction, overall enhancing binding
�6-fold. This demonstrates a fundamental difference
between the modes of interaction of the first two RRMs
of HuR compared with TIAR.

SAXS analysis reveals that TIAR12 bound to RNA
maintains an open/flexible conformation whereas HuR12
binds RNA with a closed conformation

SAXS data were collected for HuR12, HuR12/RNA,
TIAR12 and TIAR12/RNA in order to obtain low reso-
lution solution structural information. A 13-nt U-rich
RNA was used to permit the formation of a simple 1:1
complex. P(r) profiles calculated from the scattering data
for the four samples are shown in Figure 4A. Guinier plots
calculated from the scattering data for the four samples
are shown in Figure 4B and show good linearity. Analysis
using the EOM (63), revealed that, in all cases except for
HuR12 in complex with RNA, were not consistent with a
single rigid molecular conformation. This is not unexpect-
ed for molecules with separate domains that are connected
by unstructured linker regions. The SAXS data were

Table 4. Kinetic and affinity constants for the interactions of

TIAR12 and HuR12 proteins with U-rich RNA, U-rich DNA

and T-rich DNA

Protein Oligo ka (1/Ms) kd (s�1) KD

(kd/ka, nM)

HuR12 U-rich RNA (9.66±0.19) � 106 (3.20±0.06)� 10�1 33.1±1.29

U-rich DNA (2.93±0.19)� 104 (6.03±0.07)� 10�1 20590±1573

T-rich DNA (1.45±0.03)� 105 (3.84±0.04)� 10�1 2644±82.3

TIAR12 U-rich RNA (4.10±0.11)� 106 (2.83±0.08)� 10�3 0.69±0.04

U-rich DNA (2.19±0.02)� 104 (4.77±0.04)� 10�4 21.7±0.38

T-rich DNA (7.80±0.75)� 106 (4.49±0.44)� 10�1 3.81±0.74

The association and dissociation rate constants (ka and kd) were
determined as global fitting parameters for a 1:1 binding model or a
two-state model in the case of TIAR12 binding T-rich DNA where ka
and kd represents ka1 and kd1, respectively. The equilibrium dissociation
constant KD was determined as kd/ka for the 1:1 binding or 1/{(ka1/
kd1)� (1+ka2/kd2)} for the two-state binding (ka1 and kd1: association
and dissociation rate constants; ka2 and kd2: forward and reverse rate
constants for conformational change; ka2=0.0026 s�1,
kd2=1.84� 10�4 s�1).

Table 3. Kinetic and affinity constants for the interactions of HuR12

proteins with 8, 13 and 17-mer U-rich RNA

Protein U-rich

RNA

ka (1/Ms) kd (s�1) KD

(kd/ka, nM)

HuR12 8-mer (8.781±0.15)� 104 (4.126±0.031)� 10�1 4699±116

13-mer (8.657±0.14)� 105 (1.686±0.027)� 10�1 195±6.3

17-mer (1.588±0.47)� 107 (6.319±1.9)� 10�1 40±24

The association and dissociation rate constants (ka and kd) were
determined as global fitting parameters for a 1:1 binding model. The
equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) was determined as kd/ka.
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therefore analysed using EOM which allows for the coex-
istence of different conformations of the protein. Sets of
conformers are selected using a genetic algorithm from a
large number of randomly generated models that best
predict the experimental data. The results of these
analyses are shown in Figure 4C which show the Rg and
size distribution of the ensemble of randomly generated
model structures (in solid line) and the selection of struc-
tures from within the ensemble that together give rise to
predicted SAXS data consistent with that experimentally

obtained. Note that in the cases of protein/RNA
complexes models, the analysis was done with (red lines)
and without (black lines) the RNA included in the
model—with very little effect on the final interpretation.
The data for apo-HuR12 (Figure 4C and D) (comprised

of two RRMs connected by an unstructured linker) were
best fit by two populations of HuR12 structures, one
more extended (Rg=28 Å, size=74 Å) and one more
compact (Rg=20 Å, size=56 Å). This is consistent with
a flexible protein in which RRMs are positioned at

HuR12

HuR12/RNA

TIAR12

TIAR12/RNA

HuR12

HuR12/RNA

TIAR12

TIAR12/RNA

HuR12

HuR12/RNA

TIAR12

TIAR12/RNA

HuR12

TIAR12/
RNA

HuR12/RNA

TIAR12

HuR12
HuR12/RNA

TIAR12
TIAR12/RNA

A

C

E

D

B

90
°

Figure 4. SAXS analysis of (a) HuR12, (b) HuR12/RNA, (c) TIAR12 and (d) TIAR12/RNA samples. (A) P(r) profiles calculated from the scattering
data for the four samples. (B) Guinier plots calculated from the scattering data for the four samples. Intensity (I) is given in arbitary units (au).
(C) Ensemble optimization analysis: Rg and Rmax distributions from the best fitting ensembles calculated using EOM (63). The distribution for the
pool of 10 000 conformers (solid line) and the selected best fitting ensemble (dashed line) are shown for the four samples. Black lines represent
ensembles of protein models only and red lines represent ensembles of protein/RNA models. (D) superposition of the best fitting ensemble from each
of the two main peaks shown as cartoon structures. The total number of structures is shown in brackets. (E) Ab initio reconstruction of HuR12/RNA
complex overlayed with HuD12/RNA structure solved using X-ray crystallography (1G2E) [Rg (Guinier)=17.1 Å, Rg (real)=16.9 Å, Rmax=58 Å].
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variable distances from each other over time. The SAXS
data for the HuR12/RNA complex (Figure 4C and D), in
contrast, were best fitted by a predominantly compact mo-
lecular shape (Rg=16 Å, size=51 Å). This is consistent
with the HuR12/RNA complex adopting a stable uniform
structure in which both RRMs are held in close proximity.
In this case, where predominantly one species exists, ab
initio reconstruction of the molecular shape can be per-
formed to obtain low resolution information for the
molecule or molecular complex (Figure 4E). SAXS data
for HuR12/RNA complex were consistent with the struc-
ture expected based on the X-ray crystallographically
derived HuD12/RNA structure (1G2E; Rg=17.5 Å,
size=60.7 Å).
Similarly to apo-HuR12, the apo-TIAR12 data were

best fit by two populations of TIAR12 structures
(Figure 4C and D), one more extended (Rg=32 Å,
size=90 Å) and one more compact (Rg=23 Å,
size=64 Å). These greater lengths for apo-TIAR12 struc-
tures may reflect the longer linker region between the
RRMs (11 in HuR12 and 14 amino acids in TIAR12)
and the extra residues extending from the TIAR12 con-
struct (five N-terminal and nine C-terminal residues). But
unlike the HuR12/RNA complex, the TIAR12/RNA
complex SAXS data were also best fit by two populations,
similar to that seen for apo-TIAR12 (Figure 4C and D).
There was no evidence that the TIAR12/RNA structure
adopts a single compact structure. In order to be certain
that the TIAR12 protein and 13-mer U-rich RNA used for
the SAXS experiments were interacting in solution,
we used size exclusion chromatography to observe
complex formation (Supplementary Figure S2). The
elution profiles monitored at both A260 and A280 show
that TIAR12 forms a complex with the RNA of sufficient
stability to shift the RNA peak, verifying the interaction.
The SAXS data thus suggest that when TIAR12 interacts
with U-rich 13-mer RNA, it maintains an extended flexible
structure. These data indicate a fundamental difference
in the interaction between the first two domains of
TIAR compared with the first two domains of HuR.

DISCUSSION

Detailed kinetic analyses reveal an accurate measure of
RNA-binding specificity by TIAR and HuR proteins:
U- versus AU-rich RNA

In the current study, we demonstrate that TIAR and HuR
proteins are able to interact with both U- and AU-rich
RNA with KD values in the nanomolar range, but
exhibit different affinities and kinetics of interaction. A
simple inspection of KD suggests that both proteins bind
to U-rich RNA sequences with higher affinity than to
AU-rich sequences (Figure 1). This is consistent with
findings by Park-Lee and colleagues, who reported that
HuD protein, a close homologue of HuR, binds U-rich
RNA with higher affinity than AU-rich RNA (57).
Similarly, SELEX studies by Dember and colleagues
showed that TIAR proteins preferentially bind to U-rich
sequences (47). The apparently higher affinities for U-rich
RNA, however, are a reflection of the much higher

association rate constants for U-rich RNA. This may be
partly explained by possible secondary structure forma-
tion to which the AU-rich sequence could be predisposed
(67), but is better explained by the higher number of
effective binding positions on the U-rich RNA which
would be expected to proportionally increase the associ-
ation rate constant. Indeed, our comparison of binding to
U-rich sequences of increasing length show overall
affinities and association rate constants increasing
roughly proportionally to the increase in the number of
possible binding sites.

These data help to explain some of the discrepancies
between in vivo and in vitro studies of Hu and TIA
protein interactions with target RNA. Whilst there may
be a greater probability of these proteins forming a pro-
ductive interaction at a U-rich site, the interaction with an
AU-rich site, once formed, may be more stable. Hence,
HuR has been shown to bind class I, II and III
AREs, but is reported to enhance the stabilization of
messages containing class I and class II (AU-rich) to a
greater extent than class III (U-rich) AREs (17). In
co-immunoprecipitation experiments, HuR targets
identified by microarray were shown to contain a U-rich
motif, but with a strong occurrence of adenines at several
motif positions (20). Whilst this was considered to be
surprisingly more U-rich than AU-rich at the time, it
can be argued that the occurrence of adenosine is signifi-
cant. Immunoprecipitation experiments of TIA-1 targets
also revealed a common U-rich motif in which adenosine
was also present (21). The equivalent study for TIAR
revealed that, under stressed conditions, TIAR bound
to mRNA with a consensus motif containing
both uridine and adenosine [See Supplementary Data in
Kim et al. (19)].

The importance of adenosine in the RNA target of Hu
proteins is also apparent from the successful crystalliza-
tion of HuD in complex with c-fos and TNF-a RNA,
where stability of the complex plays a big role in successful
crystallization. These structures show that one adenosine
is preferentially accommodated at the centre of the RNA-
binding site and a second may also be accommodated,
though is not critical (58). Structural information for
TIA proteins bound to their RNA targets is not yet avail-
able. These studies predict that, similarly to HuR, TIAR
would form a more stable complex with an AU-rich
sequence rather than a U-rich sequence. HuR and TIAR
show similar trends in U-rich versus AU-rich preferential
binding.

These studies, however, have shown differences between
the HuR and TIAR when the hinge region and third
RRM are removed. Our studies show that when RRM3
and the hinge region are removed from HuR, there is a
dramatic loss in affinity (�1000-fold), particularly
apparent in the faster dissociation rate constant. It
would thus appear that the hinge region and/or third
RRM is very important to ARE binding by HuR. This
is consistent with the finding of Fialcowitz-White and
colleagues who showed that the hinge region contributes
significantly to the HuR interaction with AU-rich RNA
(56). In contrast, the affinity difference between TIAR123
and TIAR12 was minimal, suggesting that the hinge
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region and third RRM of TIAR are of little importance to
the interaction with AREs. It must be pointed out that the
domain boundaries of the HuR12 and TIAR12 constructs
differ slightly. Whilst the HuR12 construct is truncated
immediately following the RRM2 structural motif, the
TIAR12 construct extends nine residues beyond this. It
remains a possibility that this portion of TIAR’s hinge
region plays a role in the interaction with target RNA.
This will be the subject for future investigation. The role
of the RRM3 of both proteins remains to be elucidated.
It has been speculated that TIAR RRMs could play a role
in binding to other RNA sequences (47) and it was shown
that HuR RRM3 is required for cooperative assembly of
protein oligomers on RNA substrates (56).

The reported ability of TIAR to bind DNA as well as
RNA prompted us to explore this interaction in compari-
son to that of HuR. TIAR12 and HuR12 interactions with
U-rich and T-rich DNA were investigated using SPR and
compared with the interactions measured for U-rich
RNA. Both proteins were able to interact with DNA,
but HuR12 bound with orders of magnitude lower
affinity whereas TIAR12 binding remained in the
nanomolar range. HuR12 preferentially bound U-rich
RNA over U-rich DNA suggesting an important involve-
ment of the 20-hydroxyl groups. This is consistent with
structural information for the HuD12/RNA complex
which shows that several 20-hydroxyl groups from target
RNA form intermolecular contacts to HuD12 (58).
Interestingly, HuR12 bound T-rich DNA with higher
affinity than U-rich DNA. It would appear that in this
case, the additional methyl group compensates, to some
extent, for the loss in affinity affected by the removal of
the 20-hydroxyl group.

In contrast to HuR12, TIAR12 bound to U-rich and
T-rich DNA without such a great loss in affinity compared
with U-rich RNA binding. TIAR bound to U-rich DNA
with 30-fold reduced affinity compared with U-rich RNA,
suggesting that the 20-hydroxyl group plays a less critical
role in the TIAR/RNA interactions than it does in HuR/
RNA interactions. TIAR12 also interacted with T-rich
DNA with low nanomolar affinity but with different
kinetics (Table 4). This suggests that the addition of
methyl groups impacts the TIAR interaction with oligo-
nucleotides—allowing both the association and dissoci-
ation to occur more readily. These results differ from
affinity measurements obtained using a UV-cross-linking
method reported by Suswam et al. (40) in which it was
found that TIAR bound T-rich DNA with higher affinity
(KDapp=1.6 nM) than U-rich RNA (KDapp=9.4 nM).
These differences are unlikely to be due to the absence
of RRM3 in our experiments, as almost identical SPR
results were obtained using the TIAR123 construct (data
not shown). Differences in the experimental set up may
account for this reversal in apparent binding preference.
In the UV-cross-linking study, the target DNA was
an extended oliogonucleotide of 40 bases, whereas the
target RNA was half the length. It is possible that the
selected sequence and length of the oligonucleotide
may have contributed to the apparently higher affinity
of TIAR to the DNA sequence. The current study repre-
sents a more direct comparison of binding affinities

of TIAR to DNA and RNA, and suggests that TIAR
interacts with U-rich RNA with higher affinity than it
interacts with DNA. Still, both interactions are in the
nanomolar range and shuttling between T-rich DNA
and U-rich RNA, as proposed by Suswam et al. is
highly plausible (40).

TIAR and HuR bind their RNA targets in fundamentally
different ways

SAXS (Small Angle X-ray Scattering) was employed to
obtain further insight into the potential mode of inter-
action of TIAR12 and HuR12 with target RNA sequences
in solution. This revealed a striking difference in the shape
of the structure between TIAR12 and HuR12 upon their
complex formation with the 13-mer U-rich RNA. SAXS
data for TIAR12–RNA complexes are consistent with an
elongated shape that is best explained if only one RRM is
interacting with the RNA. It is possible that TIAR12
interacts with the RNA via only RRM2. Dember et al.
(47) showed that RRM2 of TIAR is both sufficient and
necessary for binding to U-rich RNA and could not detect
RNA binding by RRM1 alone. They did measure slightly
higher affinity by TIAR12 (KD=40nM) than by TIAR2
alone (KD=50nM) using nitrocellulose filter binding
assays, suggesting that the RRM1 may contribute to
binding to RNA, but the effect is negligible and may not
represent a sufficiently stable interaction with the RNA to
be observed by SAXS. The current data bring into
question the role of RRM1 of TIAR in binding RNA,
which will be addressed in future work. It is possible
that, as suggested by Suswam et al. (40), the primary
role of RRM1 is to interact with DNA.
The HuR12/RNA complex on the other hand, adopted

a globular or more closed conformation (Figure 4B) than
TIAR12/RNA, in agreement with the crystal structure of
HuD12 in complex with 11-mer ARE in which the RNA is
sandwiched between the RNA-binding surfaces of two
RRMs (58). In the case of Hu proteins it is well docu-
mented that primary interactions with RNA occur via
RRM1 and that these are augmented by RRM2 (55).
Thus overall, these results strongly support the view that
the RNA-binding proteins TIAR and HuR, though they
share a similar triple RRM domain structure, interact with
RNA targets in fundamentally different ways.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that the RNA-binding regions of
TIAR and HuR both readily bind AREs with nanomolar
affinity, with AU-rich sequences interacting as well as or
better than U-rich sequences as seen through similar or
slower dissociation rate constants. However, the modes
of recognition by these two proteins differ with respect
to the contributions to binding made by their different
RRM domains and their ability to bind to DNA versus
RNA. These distinguishing features would not have been
apparent from measurements of affinity alone, but are
revealed upon examination of rates of interaction
availed by SPR. The fundamental differences in the
mode of RNA interaction by these TIAR and HuR may
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underlie the differences observed in their repertoire of
target transcripts, as well as their distinct roles as in
the nucleus and cytoplasm. Further studies involving
biophysical and higher resolution structural methods
will certainly help us to better understand the molecular
mechanism underlying their differences, and the basis for
the dynamic interplay regulating gene expression in cells.
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